Civil engineering is a systematic field, involving all aspects of knowledge and technology, and is the result of surveying, designing and constructing using a variety of engineering techniques. With the development of social science technology and management level, civil engineering is a historical witness of the unity of technology, economy and art. The purpose of civil engineering is to form well-functioning, comfortable spaces and passages needed for human production or live. It is both a material need and a symbolic spiritual need. Super high-rise buildings, extra-large bridges, giant dams, and complex subway systems continue to emerge to meet people's living needs and at the same time evolve into symbols of social strength.

Universal Journal of Civil Engineering (UJCE) is an international peer-reviewed journal. The journal UJCE is not limited to a specific aspect of theoretical and empirical topics but is devoted to various subfields in the civil engineering. The direction of civil engineering research includes the applied materials, equipment and technical activities such as surveying, design, construction, maintenance, repair, etc., and also refers to the object of engineering construction, that is, the construction is on the ground or underground, on land, directly or indirectly. Various engineering facilities for human life, production, military, scientific research services, such as houses, roads, railways, pipelines, tunnels, bridges, canals, dams, ports, power stations, airports, marine platforms, water supply and drainage, and protection works.

The journal UJCE welcomes manuscripts with innovative, exploratory, practical, scientific arguments, sufficient arguments, accurate predictions, and high academic value. This journal advocates ideological and academic innovation, aiming at scientific progress and academic prosperity. Its purpose is to display the latest theories, works and academic progress in the current field to the world, and to provide a global exchange platform integrating both academic and ideological aspects.

Please consider our international journal for the publishing of manuscript. It is open access, high citation, rapidly peer review meeting the journal quality standards. We cordially invite you to submit your manuscript for the next edition for possible publication in the UJCE. Submit your manuscript online: https://ojs.wiserpub.com/index.php/UJCE/login.